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Amy McNamara: The World in Technicolour

Emerging local Adelaide illustrator Amy McNamara combines bright colours, ornate patterns and a 

delicate painting style to produce highly atmospheric and dreamlike renderings of real and imagined 

scenes. Through her vibrant watercolour and mixed media illustrations, McNamara offers vivid and 

whimsical glimpses into her dreamscapes and beckons the viewer to follow her into the realms of the 

brilliant and fantastical. Vividly coloured and gracefully rendered, this charming body of work brings 

light to the enchanting inner world and unique vision of the artist, drawing the viewer into a hyper-

coloured fantastical world that both mesmerises and inspires.

The imagery and storylines of fairytales had a significant influence on McNamara’s painting style 

and subject matter, the wealth of well-known stories providing abundant material from which to 

draw inspiration. In Snow White, the richly illustrated watercolour portrays the bewitched princess 

sleeping amidst a field of bright flowers in a dreamlike forest scene. A blood red apple marked by 

a white skull-shaped bite mark brings a dark, sinister edge to the idealised surroundings, but does 

not diminish the beauty and essential charm of the scene. Rather than dwelling in this moment 

of darkness, however, the tranquillity of the painting suggests that the moment of resolution 

(true love’s first kiss) is already beginning to dawn. A sliver of the artist’s own story is depicted in 

Autumn, the soft dreamlike self-portrait exuding a pensive charm that gently probes for quiet and 

introspective reflection.

The representation of the endless cycle and movement of time in McNamara’s illustrations is 

significant in creating the dreamlike atmosphere that engulfs her work. While in everyday life time 

rules eternal and is at the centre of every thought and movement, McNamara destroys our vision 

of time in highly philosophical ways. In The Arrow of Time, female personifications of the sun 

and the moon stretch across the sky, reaching ever towards each other in an endless cycle of day 

and night. This mythological representation of the movement from day into night bears intensely 

mystical undertones that hark to the expansive lifetime of the universe. This illustration highlights the 

insignificance of time and rather wisely critiques humankind’s preoccupation with our own small lives 

in the broader tapestry of the universe. In the simply titled Time, a pocket watch is utilised to present 

a more literal representation of the movement of time while also hinting at humankind’s attempts to 

quantify time into manageable pieces. But the pocket watch is also reminiscent of the notion of time 

travelling, displaying the fluid movement through time in the eyes of the sorcerers, adventurers and 

the divine. Finally, End of Time portrays an expired hourglass filled with the remnants of the universe. 

Rather than containing the sands of time, we instead observe a handful of bright stars nestling in an 

endless black expanse of sky. The great hands that cradle the hourglass seem to be those of a higher 

power, the divine creator, for whom human concerns and perceptions of time are insignificant and 

trivial.



Flowers are a reoccurring motif throughout McNamara’s illustrations, the vibrantly coloured blooms 

and rich assortment of shapes, colours and shades providing endless inspiration for the young artist. 

Her series of botanical studies feature various bouquets and arrangements of flowers and green 

foliage that exude a delightfully fresh and realistic quality. In these works, McNamara does not simply 

paint the physical nature of her botanical subjects, but also captures something of their essential 

being and works to engage the other senses to indulge in her vision. As the viewer gazes at these 

blossoms, one is drawn to the fields where the blossoms were picked, can feel the soft petals brush 

their skin and smell the sweet perfume wafting from the buds. It is the completeness of the way in 

which McNamara captures her subjects and renders her lush surroundings that makes her work a 

charming dream in which to dwell.

Skeletons and bones are a curious feature amidst the floral forms and soft dreamlike imagery that 

dominate McNamara’s illustrations. However, despite this departure from the artist’s usual subject 

matter, these works retain the hallmarks of McNamara’s atmospheric painting style. In these works, 

McNamara borrows the distinctive imagery and colours of the Mexican festival of Día de Muertos 

(Day of the Dead) to bring life to these usually still and silent forms. Vividly coloured and heavily 

adorned with complex patterns and floral emblems, the skeletons exude a cheerful, almost life-

affirming vibrancy that disrupts the more sinister associations of death and decay. In this way, 

McNamara uses colour and patterns to breathe new life into the skeletons, taking the dark reality   

of dry, stark bones and transforming them into beings that pulsate with colour, life and movement.

The lively illustrations proudly display the luscious physicality of watercolour paints, the fluid strokes 

of diluted colour blossoming sensually as they soak into the pages. The fluidity of watercolour and 

the delicate hand with which they are applied are essential in producing the whimsical yet vibrantly 

coloured dreamlike quality that is imbedded in her works. While McNamara’s preferred and dominate 

medium is watercolour, she also occasionally incorporates ink, acrylic, gouache and digital methods 

in her work to produce fine details, bold lines and layers of complex patterns. As the viewer stands 

engulfed in the pleasant riot of colours, patterns and motifs, it is easy to believe that until now one 

has merely been experiencing the world in the more sombre tones of black and white. With the flick 

of a brush and generous application of colour, McNamara plunges us joyfully into her vision of a 

world in technicolour. 
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